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DFG Recommendations for Good Scientific Practice
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Center for Marine Environmental Sciences, Bremen
Host  Institutions
Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Research, Bremerhaven
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World Data Center System of ICSU
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World Data Center for Marine Environmental Sciences
WDC-MARE
Biogeochemistry, Circulation, and Life
of Present and Past Oceans
The WDC is aimed at collecting, scrutinizing, and disseminating data related to Global 
Change in the fields of environmental oceanography, marine geology, paleoceanography, 
and marine biology.
WDC-MARE focuses on georeferenced data using the
information system PANGAEA.




Integrated Data Sets of the DFG Research Project SFB 313
Environmental Change: The Northern North Atlantic
(Veränderungen der Umwelt: Der nördliche Nordatlantik)
Hannes Grobe, Michael Diepenbrock, 
Priska Schäfer, Jörn Thiede & Gerold Wefer
WORLD DATA CENTER FOR MARINE ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Research, Bremerhaven
MARUM Center for Marine Environmental Sciences, Bremen
0001
2004
ISSN 1611 - 6577
 Umschlag_WDC-MARE_Rep1_K2  03.12.2004  13:56 Uhr  Seite 1
Final data report
for projects
CD/DVD with data and local 
search engine
Description and further 
information in a booklet
Distribution through 270 libraries 
with focus on marine research
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SYSTEM OPER ATION (AWI/MARUM)
DATA ARCHIVING (Projects)              
Costs Costs for data archiving:<1 % of the costs for data acquisition!
a) Hardware, software, network,                                 
b) System and network management, data librarian
c) Individual data archiving
a) Data curator
b) Support by Pangaea group
c) Data citation with Persistent identifier





























longitude ice, water, air, 
sediment, object...
where ?
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Value Latitude Longitude 3.Spatial dim Date/Time Age (kyr)
0.555 -67.6421 18.7659 0.3 2004-03-04
23.7 -67.6421 18.7659 5.7
123.456 -67.6421 18.7659 112.45 1230
... . . .
Data
table
Latitude Longitude 3.Spatial dim Date/Time Link







Georeferenced Data & Files
Example   doi:10.1594/PANGAEA.407415
Example   doi:10.1594/PANGAEA.596353
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Data Access
  Search engine
  ART (Advanced Retrieval Tool) > curators only
  DDI (Direct Download Interface) > dynamic querie
  PanCore > Metadata search
  DOI (Digital Object Identifier) > persistent link
  Web service > exchange with portals (ISO, DC, XML)
  Data-Warehouse > retrieval & compilation
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Search engine
Info       Software       Advanced search
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Define individual queries on any table
by using ART
_________________________________________
Save query and configuration
_________________________________________
Add query to a new data set description
or link it on a web page
DDI
Direct Download Interface
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Pangaea Internet Mapper  PIM
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PanCore
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Persistent link/DOI
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data management & 
longterm archiving 
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Data warehouse
Local data mining
GIS (shape, ODV, PanMap)
Plots (PanPlot, Tilia, Excel)
Statistic (StatView, TimeSlice)
Models (individual text format)
... to be extended
Pan2Applic
Converter
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< Globigerina bulloides >
data
warehouse
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Ocean Data View (ODV)
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  Sediment profile
  Seismic profile
  Mineral distribution
  Geological map
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  Images
  Distributed samples
  Hydrographic profiles
  Times Series
Examples from Environmental Research
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World vector shore line
Grain size class KOLP A
Grain size class KOEHN2
Grain size class KOEHN
Geochemistry
Grain size class KOLP B
Grain size class KOLP DIN
20 m
Scale:  1:2695194 at Latitude 0°
Source: Baltic Sea Research Institute, Warnemünde.
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JGOFS
Joint Global Ocean Flux Studies
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Sea-bed photos
doi:10.1594/PANGAEA.319877
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Digital Object Identifier
nothing exists
in any useful sence
until it is identified
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Workflow in data 
publishing
Provision of data (PI)
Import to PANGAEA (curator)
Proof-Read (PI)
Corrections (curator/editor)
Peer review (reviewer ?)
Publication with DOI & citation
Editorial
Review  
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ESSD
E a r t h
S y s t e m
S c i e n c e
D a t a
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no data found ?
might not be the problem of the database ...
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Contact
info@pangaea.de
This presentation is available at
hdl:10013/epic.31845.d001
